MOZZO

MOZ Z O COL LAB O R A T I V E S E T T I N G

IN AND OF ITSELF
Mozzo makes for single environments that feel private, but not secluded. Space-dividing back elements
and translucent panels work to create visual privacy and a sense of personal boundary.

SITUATED FOR SOCIALIZING
Some things have a way of bringing people
together. Mozzo is one of them. Fully adaptable
to open plan environments, the collection allows
users to configure lively hubs for social and workfocused gatherings.

POWER TO THE PEOPLE
Mozzo welcomes teams—along with their
devices. With optional technology integration on
all lounge components and work tables, Mozzo
makes it easy to plug in, stay charged, and be
your most productive.

S T A TE M E N T OF LIN E
Arm Components

Armless Components

Bench Components

Mobile Ottoman

Table Components

MEET ME
AT MOZZO

For the places people work, gather,
mingle, and chitchat, there’s Mozzo—
a collection that spurs social interaction.
Designed for open plan settings, a series
of lounge furniture, tables, screens,
and ottomans unite to create welcoming
environments for people and teams of
all shapes and sizes.

M OZ Z O T ABLE S + P O U F S . S W A G R S T O O LS.

ABOUT THE DESIGNER
JESS SOREL

Driven by an intense curiosity about the context in which objects are
made and used, Jess Sorel’s primary focus is on understanding and
interpreting the world around him, with an eye on where culture and
technology are trending and how it impacts the way we live, work,
and play. Jess Sorel’s creative work lies at the intersection of his artful
approach and uncommon technical understanding.
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